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Abstract: In this research work, we focus on the computation of the Shapley values for global
sensitivity analysis of Gaussian linear models with independent groups of variables. The main
contribution of this work relies on a proposition that considerably reduces the computational
time in this specific context. We also propose numerical experiments to illustrate this theoretical
contribution. In particular, we suggest an algorithm exploiting the proved proposition and we
compare it with state-of-art algorithms for the computation of Shapley values. Theses experiments
highlight the specificity of our approach, which is the only one providing an exact computation of
the Shapley values in high dimension.

Recently, Owen used the notion of Shapley value (which originates from game theory) in order
to define new sensitivity indices (see [4]) preserving good properties when the input variables are
dependent, in particular they are always in [0, 1]. Here, we focus on computing the Shapley values
in the linear Gaussian case, a framework which is widely used to model physical phenomena (see
e.g. [3]). As the Shapley values are based on the conditional variances, they can be computed
explicitly in this framework (see [5] and [2]):

ηi :=
1

pVar(Y )

∑
u⊂[1:p]\{i}

(
p− 1
|u|

)−1 (
Var(Y |Xu)−Var(Y |Xu∪{i})

)
. (1)

We introduce a first algorithm (Algorithm 1) to compute the Shapley values in this framework.
However, because of Equation (1), the computation increases exponentially with the number of
inputs p: each Shapley value requires the computation of 2p conditional variances. Fortunately,
when p is large, it can frequently be the case that there are independent groups of random variables.
We thus propose to exploit the independence structure to reduce the computational cost of the
Shapley values. We show that the high dimensional computational problem then boils down to a
collection of lower dimensional problems.

Proposition 1 Let C1, ..., Ck be a partition of [1 : p] so that the random variables XC1 , ..., XCk

are independent between them. Let i ∈ [1 : p]. Let j(i) ∈ N be so that i ∈ Cj(i). Then, we have:

ηi =
1

|Cj(i)|Var(Y )

∑
u⊂Cj(i)\{i}

(
|Cj(i)| − 1
|u|

)−1 (
Var(Y |Xu)−Var(Y |Xu∪{i})

)
. (2)

The idea is that, the Shapley value of a variable Xi will only depend on the variables belonging
to the same group as Xi. Hence, the computation of all Shapley values requires

∑k
j=1 2|Ck|
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conditional variances instead of 2p. We thus derive a second algorithm (Algorithm 2) that exploits
this configuration.

To position our work with respect to the state of art, we compare Algorithm 1 and 2 with existing
algorithms designed to compute the Shapley values for global sensitivity analysis. In particular,
we consider the two functions ”shapleyPermEx” and ”shapleyPermRand” in the R package ”sen-
sitivity” described in [6]. We adapt these algorithms to the linear Gaussian framework for a fair
comparison: the estimations of the conditional variances are replaced by their explicit formula.
The first function ”shapleyPermEx” computes theoretical values but the computational time can
be important, while the second function ”ShapleyPermRand” provides estimates with a limited
computational time. The interest of Algorithm 2 is that it can compute the theoretical Shapley
values with a limited computational cost.
In our first comparison, we show that in the general linear Gaussian framework, Algorithm 1
is already faster than ”shapleyPermEx”. Then, we compare Algorithm 2 with Algorithm 1 and
”shapleyPermEx” for independent groups of variables, and we can see that Algorithm 2 is much
faster. These results highlight the impact of Proposition 1 in the computation of Shapley values.
We also perform numerical experiments in high dimension (up to a few hundred of inputs), so as
to assess the behaviour of the different algorithms. In that context, Algorithm 1 and ”shapleyPer-
mEx” have a very high computational cost (several hours for only 25 inputs). In the meantime,
Algorithm 2 provides the theoretical Shapley values in a few seconds at most, depending on the
number of inputs and of independent groups. For the same computational time, the updated R
function ”shapleyPermRand” computes estimates with quite large coefficients of variation.

This work has been applied in the industrial field of nuclear safety, the achieved results have been
presented by Pietro Mosca during the sixteen International Symposium on Reactor Dosimetry and
submitted to the PHYSOR 2018 conference (see [1]).
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